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Introduction 
 

This State of Art has been developed within the project Reducing social Exclusion through a 
creative approach to reading (READ), funded by the Erasmus+ Programme, Key Action 2-
Cooperation for innovation and the exchange of good practices, Capacity Building in the field of 
Youth.  
READ aims at promoting reading to young people in an integrated and creative manner. Through the 
local and mobility activities, READ addresses the problem of illiteracy, the risk of school dropout and 
the lack of interest that young people have towards education and reading. 
The report is based on the national and local researches carried out in each partner country to 
investigate the state of the art about literacy and reading diffusion and on good practices in the use of 
non-formal approaches to promote reading. 
The main aim of this report is to identify similarities and differences among the involved countries and 
it will be the basis for the following project’s activities. It has been shared among youth workers 
participating to the Training Course1 on reading and creativity for non-formal education foresee by the 
project. In this way, youth workers will have an overview of the local situation where they will 
implement the local educational activities. 
 

                                                           
1 The Training Course has been held in Palermo from the 18th to the 25th of March 2017. During this week, 30 youth 
workers and young people interested in the project’s topics and coming from all the partner countries (Italy, Austria, 
Slovenia, Kenya, India) have been trained to innovative art-based methodologies to work with youngsters in order to 
increase literacy level and promoting motivation to reading and learning.  
 

http://readproject.eu/
http://readproject.eu/
http://eacea.ec.europa.eu/erasmus-plus_en
http://eacea.ec.europa.eu/erasmus-plus/actions/key-action-2-cooperation-for-innovation-and-exchange-good-practices/capacity_en
http://eacea.ec.europa.eu/erasmus-plus/actions/key-action-2-cooperation-for-innovation-and-exchange-good-practices/capacity_en
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Chap. I - Literacy and early school leaving (ESL) rates 

 
Each partner country has carried out a desk research on literacy and Early School Leaving (ESL)2 
situation in their countries. 
The following table shows the last national3 data (2015) on literacy and ESL rates available for the 
partner countries. 
 

 
Graphic 1 - Data on literacy and ESL rates in the partner countries 

 
One of the factors influencing school dropout common to most countries is the gender.  
 
Country Male Female 
Austria NA NA 
India 78,40% 81,72% 
Italy 17,7% 12,2% 
Kenya 23% 38% 
Slovenia 6% 2,7% 

Table 1 – ESL rates according to genre 
 
                                                           
2 The proportion of young people (usually aged between 18-25), who do not have any higher education and did not take 
part to any further education or training  in the weeks prior to the survey. 
3 Due to the difficulty to find national data in India, for this country we refer to the ESL rate in Odisha, the state where the 
partner organization is based. 
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In the European countries, ESL rates are also influenced by the belonging to migrant communities. 
 
Country With migrant background Without migrant background 
Austria 15,35% 4,6% 
Italy 34,4% 14,8% 
Slovenia NA NA4 

Table 2 – ESL rates: comparison between students with and without migrant background 
 
Austria 
 
Literacy rate 

 
According to two international surveys (PIRLS5 and PISA6), the proportion of pupils who can be 
considered as low-performing readers is close to the EU standards (20%). These students can read 
simple texts, retrieve explicit information, or make straightforward inferences, but they are not able 
to deal with longer or more complex texts, and are unable to interpret beyond what is explicitly 
stated in the text. 

 
Early School Leaving  
 

Austria ranks among the EU best countries: ESL has always been relatively stable between 2000 
and 2008 and it is below the EU average since 2009. In 2015, the rate is 7%.  
The migrant background is one of the factors influencing ESL rate, which is: 

• 4,6% for young adults without migration background;  
• 16% for first generation migrants; 
• and, 14, 7% for second generation migrants. 

Early school leaving is both an individual and a socially relevant problem that exists in the context 
of educational poverty and equal opportunity. Educational poverty is referred on one side to the 
lack of school certificates and qualifications and on the other side to competence lack (reading 
skills, math or science knowledge).  

 
India 
 
                                                           
4 There are not specific data available on it, but according to Peace Institute (an NGO based in Ljubljana) children of 
migrants are more likely to drop out of school early (http://migraceonline.cz/en/countries/slovenia). 
5 Carried out by the International association for the Evaluation of educational Achievement (IEA). It measures the reading 
achievement of pupils in the fourth grade (approximately 10 years old) of participating countries. 
6 Carried out by the OECD. It measures the knowledge and skills of 15 years-old students in reading, mathematics and 
science. PISA defines reading literacy of 15 year-olds as: ‘Understanding, using, and reflecting on written texts, in order to 
achieve one’s goals, to develop one’s knowledge and potential, and to participate in society.’ (OECD 2009b, p. 14), EACEA 
(2011).  Teaching reading in Europe: contexts, policies and practices. Retrieved from 

http://migraceonline.cz/en/countries/slovenia
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Literacy rate 
 

In 2015, the literacy rate has been 72, 23%: 80, 94% among men and 62, 98% among women. 
Among the population aged 15-24 years, the percentage has been 89, 66%: 91, 84% among men 
and 87, 26% among women. This means that the literacy rates among young people is higher that 
among older people (42, 7% among the ones aged +65 years). (UNESCO, viewed on January 
2017)7 

 
Early School Leaving 
  

Number of school dropouts in India is not small. In a study titled Reducing School Drop8, Reddy 
and Sinha stated that more than 27 million children in India, who joined Class I in 1993, only 10 
million of them reached Class X, which is only about 37% of those who entered the school system 
and in more than half the states, only 30% of children reached Class X. With the implementation of 
new educational policies to extend the right to education, of course, there has been a gradual 
decline in the annual average dropout rate from 9.1% in 2009- 2010 to 6.9% in 2010-2011, but 
there have been more children dropout in 2010-11 as compared to 2009-2010 in 10 out of the 30 
states. 
India has made impressive progress in the provision of primary education but is struggling to do 
the same for lower secondary education. In 2011, the latest year with data, more than 16 million 
young adolescents of lower secondary school age were not enrolled in school in India. 

 
Italy 

 
Literacy rate 

 
According to CIA9, in Italy, the literacy rate10 is 99, 2%: 99, 4% among males; 99% among females 
(2015 est.). 
According to PIRLS, in Italy, a limited proportion of pupils (15%) resulted as low-performing 
readers11. 
According to PISA, in 2012, the 20% of students were low performers in reading, with a decrease 
of four percentage points compared to 2003 data12. 

                                                           
7 http://uis.unesco.org/country/in  
8 Reddy A. N., Sinha S., School Dropouts or Pushouts? Overcoming Barriers for the Right to Education, NUEPA, 3, 2010. Retrieved 
from http://www.create-rpc.org/pdf_documents/PTA40.pdf  
9 Central Intelligence Agency. Retrieved from https://www.cia.gov/library/publications/the-world-
factbook/fields/2103.html (November 2016) 
10 It calculates the rate of population aged between 15 years and over who can read and write. 
11 ELINET (March 2016). Literacy in Italy. Country report, short version. Retrieved from http://www.eli-
net.eu/fileadmin/ELINET/Redaktion/user_upload/Italy_Short_Report1.pdf  

http://uis.unesco.org/country/in
http://www.create-rpc.org/pdf_documents/PTA40.pdf
https://www.cia.gov/library/publications/the-world-factbook/fields/2103.html
https://www.cia.gov/library/publications/the-world-factbook/fields/2103.html
http://www.eli-net.eu/fileadmin/ELINET/Redaktion/user_upload/Italy_Short_Report1.pdf
http://www.eli-net.eu/fileadmin/ELINET/Redaktion/user_upload/Italy_Short_Report1.pdf
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Early School Leaving 

 
In Italy, according to ISTAT13, in 2014, the percentage of Early School Leavers14 decreased to 15%. 
It was 19, 2% in 200915. With this data, the national aim for 2020 (16%) has been exceeded, but it is 
still far away from the 10% fixed by the European Strategy 2020. 
According to a research made by Eurydice16, the ESL phenomenon affects student population in a 
different way according to: 

• the gender: 17,7% of ESL among males, 12, 2% of ESL among females; 
• the citizen status (with or without migrant background): the 34, 4% of youngsters aged 

between 18 and 24 without a secondary education or VET diploma have a migrant 
background (among native students, the 14, 8%);  

• the kind of school attended: the percentage of ESL in high schools has been between 18, 
4% (the ones focused on humanities) and 21, 3% (focused on scientific studies); while it 
rises to the 38, 1% in VET institutes; 

• the difference between North and South: the ESL rate has been 12, 1% in the Central-
North Italy, against the 19, 3% in Southern Italy (in Sicily, 24%); 

• the social context: according to a research made by the observatory on ESL in Palermo, at 
the end of the school year 2013/2014, the local percentage of ESL in secondary education 
has been 16, 3%17. In the city of Palermo, there are particularly disadvantaged areas18 in 
which this data is worst: almost the 40%.  
 

Kenya 
 
Literacy rate 
 

Kenya is ranked fourth in Africa with an 85.10% literacy rate. Enrolment of students in high school 
has increased from 43% in 2003 to 67% in 2012 due to the introduction of free primary education.  

                                                                                                                                                                                                 
12 PISA – OECD. Low-performing students: why they fall behind and how to help them succeed. Retrieved from 
http://www.oecd.org/italy/PISA-2012-low-performers-Italy-ENG.pdf  
13 Italian National Institute of Statistics.  
14 Young people aged between 18 and 24 who not completed the mandatory education and are not attending any 
professional or training course. 
15 http://noi-italia.istat.it/ 
16 INDIRE – Ministero dell’Istruzione, dell’Università e delle Ricerca (MIUR). (2014) La lotta all’abbandono precoce dei percorsi di 
istruzione e formazione in Europa. Strategie, politiche e misure. I quaderni di Eurydice, n. 31. Retrieved from  
http://www.indire.it/lucabas/lkmw_img/eurydice/Q_Eurydice_31.pdf  
17 http://livesicilia.it/2015/01/05/la-mappa-della-dispersione-scolastica-brancaccio-cep-e-centro-storico-piu-a-
rischio_580212/  
18 Brancaccio, Zen, Cep, Zisa, Dannisini, Oreto, centro storico 

http://www.oecd.org/italy/PISA-2012-low-performers-Italy-ENG.pdf
http://noi-italia.istat.it/
http://www.indire.it/lucabas/lkmw_img/eurydice/Q_Eurydice_31.pdf
http://livesicilia.it/2015/01/05/la-mappa-della-dispersione-scolastica-brancaccio-cep-e-centro-storico-piu-a-rischio_580212/
http://livesicilia.it/2015/01/05/la-mappa-della-dispersione-scolastica-brancaccio-cep-e-centro-storico-piu-a-rischio_580212/
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In 2008, when free secondary education has also been introduced, more students have been able to 
reach the university level. However, in 2010, one million children were still out of school. 
In 2009, Uwezo Kenya19 conducted an Annual Learning Assessment (ALA) that reached villages in 
70 out of 158 districts in Kenya and assessed nearly 70.000 children in their homes. The ALA was 
set at a Standard 2 level, which is the level where students are supposed to achieve basic 
competency in reading English and Kiswahili and complete simple arithmetic problems. The table 
below shows the percentages of children who could not read a Standard 2 level paragraph or solve 
Standard 2 level subtraction problems. 
 

Level of Children 
Assessed  

Cannot Read 
English Paragraph  

Cannot Read 
Swahili Paragraph  

Cannot Do 
Subtraction  

Standard 2  85%  81%  79%  
Standard 5  27%  23%  30%  
Standard 8  4%  4%  10%  

Table 3 – Reading rates in Kenya 
 
  Key findings about education in Kenya based on the results of the Uwezo 2009 assessment: 

• literacy levels are low, and are substantially lower in certain regions;  
• girls tend to perform better in reading English and Kiswahili, while boys tend to perform 

better in math;  
• literacy levels are lower in public schools than private schools.  
• many children are older than expected for their class level.  
• children whose mothers are educated, particularly beyond primary school, tend to have 

much higher rates of literacy and numeracy. 
 
Early School Leaving 
 

Among young people aged between 17-22 years at least 32% dropped out of school. Dropout rate 
is influenced by the gender: 38% among females; 23% among males.  
The Institute of Economic Affairs (IEA)20 said that while 1.3 million children joined primary 
schools at the start of free primary education by President Mwai Kibaki in 2003, only 875.300 made 
it to Standard Eight. The IEA notes that there were more dropouts in primary schools than in 
secondary schools.  

                                                           
19 A five year initiative that aims to improve competencies in literacy and numeracy among children aged 6-16 years old in 
Kenya, Tanzania and Uganda, by using an innovative approach to social change that is citizen driven and accountable to the 
public. 
20 IEA-Kenya is a public policy think tank based in Nairobi. 
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Slovenia 

 
Literacy rate 

 
According to the PIAAC 201621 research, literacy, mathematical and problem solving skills of 
Slovenian adults are below the OECD average.  
Approximately one in four adults in Slovenia has below the average literacy, mathematical and 
problem solving skills. Nevertheless, a comparison of the results from the International Adult 
Literacy Survey (IALS) and the Research of Adult Skills, indicate that the average achievements of 
adults in literacy skills between 1998 and 2014 have improved by 23 points. This puts Slovenia in the 
second place among 19 countries that have improved literacy skills.  
According to the OECD research, in Slovenia good literacy skills have a positive effect on individual’s 
The differences between boys' and girls' reading literacy achievement is usually one fifth of standard 
deviation, but the difference in reading literacy achievement between students whose parents have 
different degrees of education tend to be as big as one standard deviation, and sometime even more.  
According to research results, Slovenian 15-year-olds have above average skills in mathematics and 
science literacy but their reading skills are below average. Socio-economic status of each student, 
type of training/educational (high school or secondary vocational school) and individual motivation 
for reading are factor that have the highest impact on the development of literary skills. In Slovenia, 
literature is read by 15 % of students; in other OECD countries this percentage is twice as high. 

 
Early School Leaving  

 
Slovenia has the second lowest dropout rate in the EU.  
The results of national examinations have disclosed a huge disproportion among Slovenian regions 
as they differ significantly, suggesting that socioeconomic status has a strong influence on learning 
success. A huge difference also exists in acquired knowledge of individuals. The differences 
identified by the research involve age, level of education and social-economic circumstances of 
individuals.  
 

 Gender Slovenia 2011 Slovenia 2014 
EU average 
2011 

EU 
average 
2014 

ESL in the field Men 5,7% 6,0% 15,2% 12,7% 

                                                           
21 Carried out by OECD. The Programme for the International Assessment of Adult Competencies (PIAAC) developed and 
conducts the Survey of Adult Skills. The survey measures adults’ proficiency in key information-processing skills - literacy, 
numeracy and problem solving in technology-rich environments - and gathers information and data on how adults use their 
skills at home, at work and in the wider community. 
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of education 
and training 
(age 18-24 
years) 
 Women 2,5% 2,7% 11,5% 9,5% 
 Total 4,2% 4,4% 13,4% 11,1% 
Completed 
post-secondary 
education(age 
30-34 years) 

Men 29,4% 30,0% 31,0% 33,6% 

 Women 47,3% 53,7% 38,7% 42,3% 
 Total 37,9% 41,0% 34,8% 37,9% 

Note: In the Pomurje region the mentioned level of ELS is higher for about 5%. 
Table 4 – ESL and Completed post-secondary education rates in Slovenia 

 
 

Chap. II - Main obstacles faced by youngsters  
according to different background and attitude 

 
Young people coming from the partner countries face some common challenges and obstacles in their 
learning path. The following table will summarize these commonalities. 
 

Learning challenge Countries 
Lack of guidance and difficulty in choosing the 
right education/training path 

Austria 
Italy 

Lack of motivation 
Austria 
Italy 
Kenya 

Family of origin 

Austria 
India 
Italy 
Kenya 
Slovenia 

Poor previous learning experience 
Austria 
Italy 
Slovenia 

School organization 
India 
Italy 

Social context 
India 
Italy 
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Kenya 
Table 5 – Common major obstacles in learning 

 

 Lack of guidance and difficulty in choosing the right education/training path: it is a very 
big challenge for young people to choose for the appropriated training/education. A lack of 
support and guidance when looking for courses, or when on-course, represents a barrier to 
learning. Lack of guidance can affect in three ways the learning process: 

 when young people have difficulties in obtaining information about the 
different education and training path they might engage to; 

 inaccurate information resulting in education path choices not meeting  the 
expectations, attitudes and needs of young people; 

 a lack of on-course support from teachers and other relevant professionals. 

 Lack of motivation: many researchers ( F. Codiglioni; D. Lucangeli, 2011; M. Gentile, 1999; et 
al.) stressed how de-motivation, discomfort and relations with peers and educators can 
determine a low performance at school and in the education process. Often, youngsters cannot 
see a link between their educational path and their needs and attitudes, which often results in 
early school leaving.  
Furthermore, in countries as Italy and Kenya, because of the high unemployment rate, many 
youngsters and their families do not see how school can be useful in their children life and the 
same happens to students. Thus, many young people lose their motivation in continuing their 
education path because there are few possibilities of getting a job after that. 

 Family of origin: the parents’ education and cultural level are the most influential factors. 
Families with a low socio-cultural status have greater difficulties in providing academic support 
to their children (e.g., can’t afford to buy learning materials, technologic support, tutor if their 
children have difficulties, etc.). A child growing in a more stimulating environment has greater 
possibility to access to books, cultural events, travels, etc.  
Children with a migrant background face issues that might have serious repercussions in their 
education and learning process: 

 difficulties in mastering the teaching language, essential condition for success at 
school; 

 the precarious socio-economic situation of the migrant community that might 
affect the ease of learning; 

 a tendency to segregation in some school contexts and difficulties to integrate in 
the group. 

 Poor previous learning experience: namely, previous negative learning experience, either at 
school or in other education and training contexts. But also a  poor quality education, which 
according to Sen is a primary driver of school drop-out 

 School organization: the style of learning, relations with teachers and educators, the learning 
environment, a lack of interest in the educational path undertook, a mismatch between 
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students’ attitude/needs and the education path can have a negative impact in youngsters’ 
education process.  

 Social context: along with the familiar context, the social one influences the learning path of 
young people. A large part of youngsters who have a low performance at school or early leave it 
live in a condition characterized by social exclusion and cultural, economic and emotional 
poverty.  
In Kenya, some areas are sparsely populated and have few schools forcing children to walk for 
long distances to get to school.  

 
 

Chap. III - Potential use of social networks and social reading  
as tools to foster reading for youngsters 

 
As part of the research, each country has investigated the major data concerning the use of internet and 
the spread of social media among young people.  
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Graphic 2 – Data on Internet users in partner countries (January 2017)22 

                                                           
22 2017 Digital Yearbook https://www.slideshare.net/wearesocialsg/2017-digital-yearbook  

https://www.slideshare.net/wearesocialsg/2017-digital-yearbook
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Graphic 3 – Data on use of social networks in partner countries (January 2017)23 

 

As part of the research, we have also listed the most used social networks in the countries.  
 

 
Graphic 4 – Data on most used social networks24 

                                                           
23 2017 Digital Yearbook https://www.slideshare.net/wearesocialsg/2017-digital-yearbook  

https://www.slideshare.net/wearesocialsg/2017-digital-yearbook
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Chap. IV - Apps and websites on social reading 

 

As many young people use a lot mobile devices and the web, we have looked at apps and websites that 
might be useful in enhancing pleasure to reading. 

aNobii (ITA/EN) 
It is a social network dedicated to books and readers. The websites allows to: 

• discover new books through reviews, shelves, collections, groups and recommendations from 
our community; 

• add favourite books on own shelf and wishes; 
• review and rank books; 
• connect with millions of book lovers and share reading experiences. 

The service is available via the aNobii website and IOS/Android apps. The app allows individuals to 
scan the books barcode and read both community and expert reviews. 
 
Betwyll (Different languages) 
It is the social reading app developed by Twitter. It allows reading a text or a book and commenting it 
through short messages (140 characters). It is available both on IOS and Android systems. 
 
Bookliners (ITA) 
It is an Italian website that allows to: 

• freely read previews and books selected by publishers; 
• comment and highlight books and answer to others’ comments; 
• create reading groups open to everyone or closed to some friends; 
• know other readers with similar interests. 

 
Bravo (SL) 
It is a website for children with learning disabilities, their parents and teachers. The website offers 
different learning materials for children, parents and teachers with the specific purpose of furthering 
reading.  
 
Checkpoint-Lesen (DE) 

                                                                                                                                                                                                 
24 National data retrieved from Austria - http://businessculture.org/western-europe/business-culture-in-austria/social-
media-guide-for-austria/; India - http://sites.tcs.com/genysurvey/; Italy - http://www.juliusdesign.net/28700/lo-stato-
degli-utenti-attivi-e-registrati-sui-social-media-in-italia-e-mondo-2015/; Kenya - 
http://www.moseskemibaro.com/2008/03/14/the-10-most-popular-sites-in-kenya/; Slovenia - 
http://businessculture.org/southern-europe/business-culture-in-slovenia/social-media-guide-for-slovenia/  

http://www.anobii.com/
http://www.betwyll.com/website/
http://www.bookliners.com/_front/it/
http://www.drustvo-bravo.si/
http://www.checkpointlesen.at/
http://businessculture.org/western-europe/business-culture-in-austria/social-media-guide-for-austria/
http://businessculture.org/western-europe/business-culture-in-austria/social-media-guide-for-austria/
http://sites.tcs.com/genysurvey/
http://www.juliusdesign.net/28700/lo-stato-degli-utenti-attivi-e-registrati-sui-social-media-in-italia-e-mondo-2015/
http://www.juliusdesign.net/28700/lo-stato-degli-utenti-attivi-e-registrati-sui-social-media-in-italia-e-mondo-2015/
http://www.moseskemibaro.com/2008/03/14/the-10-most-popular-sites-in-kenya/
http://businessculture.org/southern-europe/business-culture-in-slovenia/social-media-guide-for-slovenia/
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The App "Checkpoint.Lesen" provides pedagogues with different components to prepare a plan 
individually created both for people with problems in the basic reading skills as well as those with high 
reading level. The core part of the App is able to determine through specific observations, the learning 
initial position of pupils who need to be supported. As a result of the observations, the program creates 
the appropriate formulation of objectives, potential diagnostic tools, training materials and 
methodological proposals. The proposals are not mandatory and can be eventually changed by your 
own entries. To facilitate the diagnosis of reading skills, the app could save the excerpts of reading of 
the tested pupils as an audio file. 
 
www.epravljice.si (SL)  
It is a website with a collection of illustrated fairy tales, which can be read on-line or downloaded to the 
computer or smart device. 
 
Goodreads (EN – Different languages) 
It is one of the world’s largest sites for readers and book recommendations. On this website it is 
possible to: 

• see which books your friends are reading; 
• track the books you have read, are reading or would like to read; 
• check out book recommendations on the basis of your interests; 
• find out if a book is a good fit for you from the community’s reviews. 

 
Janosch-App (DE-EN) 

           "Oh, how beautiful Panama is", Janosch classic from 1978 is the winner of the German 
Jugendbuchpreis (book competition) and one of the best and most popular stories. The Media 
Company Mixt Vision Digital Which specialized in multimedia formats for children has created a digital 
implementation of the picture book from the little tiger, the little bear and the duck - with great success. 
The App includes games aimed at testing the children on their responsiveness; they can also interrupt 
the story and read loud. 
 
LibraryThing (Different languages) 
It is a social website to catalogue books, movies and music; and, to find new books to read. It is 
possible to create or take part into discussion groups with other people subscribed to the community. 
 
Otroci (SL) 
A website with free worksheets and learning content for all grades of primary/elementary school 
(games, songs, colouring books, cartoons). 
 
Platform WirLesen (DE)  
The Austrian Library Association (BVÖ) offers a new online platform under the newly created motto 
and campaign "Austria reads": http://www.wirlesen.org. The initiative is targeted at promoting reading 

http://www.epravljice.si/
https://www.goodreads.com/
http://www.janoschs-panama-app.de/
http://www.librarything.it/
http://www.otroci.org/
http://www.wirlesen.org/
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and includes best-practice examples of the educational work as well as news, basic texts, videos and 
download of documents. You will find basic texts as well as best practice examples, download materials 
and link lists under the menu items "Why read?", "How to promote?", "What to read?", "Tips & Tools" 
and "Read connected!". A news section on the homepage informs about important projects and 
studies. Editorial articles are designed to reflect the latest developments in reading and mediation work. 
 
Podcast Konzept Ohrenclick (DE) 
Ohrenclick was designed for primary schools pupils, but also for adults. Pupils act as if they were   
books reporters, presenting book to children. The constantly changing reporters’ teams present new 
books: not using the layout of papers, but in a conversation among friends taking place in a library. The 
main aim of Ohrenclick is to make reading pleasure audible and involve children with it. Access to 
books through listening is very pleasant for children even for the ones who are not common reader. 
Children can also become friends through book discussions 
 
THe iNCIPIT (ITA) 
It is an Italian online platform to create interactive stories. The story should be divided in 10 episodes 
and the author ends each episode with three possible continuations of the story to be voted by the 
other users. The majority of votes determine the following paragraph. It is possible to comment, 
exchange opinions, ideas, suggestions and share the story on social networks. 
 
Zazie (ITA) 
Similarly to Goodreads, this Italian website allows to catalogue books, but here readers can do that on 
the basis of their mood not only interests. Readers can suggest books for when someone is in love, or 
angry, or dreaming, etc.; but also on the basis of the place where someone is: travelling in train, home, 
etc. 
Moreover, through a virtual badge, users are encouraged to read and awarded with previews, invitations 
to events, discounts, etc. 
 
Along with these targeted websites, some social networks are used to share opinions on books and 
create reading groups. 
For instance, Facebook can be used to visit and follow official pages of authors and publishers, create 
pages and groups targeted to readers where discussing and sharing opinions. 
Twitter is also a good instrument to follow authors, publishers and journalists. Moreover, with the 
hashtag #fridayreads, it is possible to discover new books. 
Thus, web and social networks can be important allies in promoting reading among young people. They 
can be useful in making more diffused and quicker the access to information and cultural sources. 

http://ohrenklick.at/
http://www.theincipit.com/
https://zazie.it/
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Chap. V - Good Practices 

 
A collection of goof practices gathered by partner countries on how to use non-formal education and 
approaches in fostering pleasure towards reading. 
 
Austria 
 

Project Lesestadt 
Who is implementing 
the good practice 

The schools in Austria that implemented this good practice are:   
• Voklsschule Kaisermühlen https://www.volksschule-

kaisermuehlen.at/2009/11/16/2a-besuch-in-der-lesestadt/ 
• Volkshochschule Neilreichgasse http://vs-

neilreichgasse.schule.wien.at/galerie/schuljahr-201314/1c-
lesestadt/ 

• Volkshochscule Gerhardsdorf http://volksschule-
gerasdorf.at/?page_id=6806 

 
Summary 
 

This good practice is inspired by the book “Lesestadt” (reading city) - 
written in 1989 by the didactic teacher Hansheinrich Rütimann. The 
concept idea is to recreate an imaginary city in a classroom through a 
circular arrangement of building facades. Each building represents a 
workstation for two pupils. In each house there are several teaching 
materials and various reading choices. Lesestadt took place one day in 
several schools in Vienna, an area of the schools was set up as a kind of 
game city with: wooden houses, a hospital, a zoo, a post office, a school, 
cinema, guest house and a supermarket. In playful situations (reading 
menus, shopping/supermarket lists, cinema programme) the children 
learn to read by playing without realizing that they are reading. 

Objectives  The main objectives of this best practice are: 
• To enhance the motivation of children: in the small town with 

many colourful houses the children had to handle with different 
tasks. The motivation they showed to solve the tasks as quickly 
as possible was great. 

• To encourage reading skills: the reading city allows children 
free access to reading material and they can choose on their own 
the task they want to focus on. 

https://www.volksschule-kaisermuehlen.at/2009/11/16/2a-besuch-in-der-lesestadt/
https://www.volksschule-kaisermuehlen.at/2009/11/16/2a-besuch-in-der-lesestadt/
http://vs-neilreichgasse.schule.wien.at/galerie/schuljahr-201314/1c-lesestadt/
http://vs-neilreichgasse.schule.wien.at/galerie/schuljahr-201314/1c-lesestadt/
http://vs-neilreichgasse.schule.wien.at/galerie/schuljahr-201314/1c-lesestadt/
http://volksschule-gerasdorf.at/?page_id=6806
http://volksschule-gerasdorf.at/?page_id=6806
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Background 
(Beneficiaries, local 
context) 

Beneficiaries of the project “Lesenstadt” were children of first year of 
three elementary schools in Vienna.  

Challenges addressed 
or to be addressed 
 

The main challenge identified has been to replace the conventional 
learning tools, i.e. teaching methods, teaching aids and illustrative 
materials with the use of basic and “primitive” methods. According to 
Rütimann, schools nowadays are full of so many learning tools that 
could represent an obstacle for children to develop their curiosity.  
Recreating a kind of small city that represents reality should make 
children feel at their ease and therefore make them free to make 
discoveries in a “familiar” atmosphere and make them free to choose 
issues and concepts they want to focus on. The second challenge was to 
change children attitude towards reading: by playing they do not realize 
that they are also reading.   

Approach used to 
address the challenge 

Make children feel at their ease and therefore make them free to make 
discoveries in a “familiar” atmosphere and make them free to choose 
issues and concepts they want to focus on without being “obliged” or 
receiving any instructions by teachers as it happens during school lesson. 

Activities  • Building up wooden houses 
• Providing each house with teaching material and reading 

choices 
Outcomes and Impact  Very positive impacts:  

• Children showed motivation while performing tasks 
• Improvement of children reading skills thanks to the playful 

approach of this best practice   
References Die Lesestadt , Spiele die auf der Hand liegen, 

Hansheinrich Rütimann, 1989, Bern, Switzerland, Zytglogge Verlag, 
  

 
Buchstart- Kinder lieben Bücher 

Who is implementing 
the good practice 

 Vienna libraries implemented this practice 
http://www.kirango.at/de/erwachsene/buchstart 
 
  

Summary 
 

Buchstart (Bookstart) is a project targeted to early childhood reading 
promotion. Promoting reading does not begin along with concrete and 
developed reading skills but starting from early childhood. This process 
is realized through picture books, reading stories, but also playing and 
singing. Those activities play an important role for the development of 

http://www.kirango.at/de/erwachsene/buchstart
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reading skills.  
 

Objectives  • To promote reading in early childhood  
• To awaken reading appetite 
• To make them acquainted to books (mainly illustrated books) 

through related activities (playing, singing) 
• To make children vocabulary bigger in order to ease the process 

of acquiring reading skills  
Background 
(Beneficiaries, local 
context) 

Beneficiaries of the best practice are not only kids 0-3 years old, but also 
their parents since they can get to know key elements of the early 
childhood reading promotion to be used one at home within a family 
context.  

Challenges addressed 
or to be addressed 
 

• To awaken reading appetite 
• To make them acquainted to books (mainly illustrated books) 

through related activities (playing, singing) 
 

Approach used to 
address the challenge 

Stimulate children during reading doing other activities i.e. playing and 
singing usually able to capture kids ‘attention. 

Activities  Vienna libraries have been organizing for many years reading events 
“Kirangolini” for children aged up to 3 years. The name “Kirangolini” 
comes from “Kirango” the children department “Childrenplanet” of the 
Viennese libraries. The free of charge initiative is addressed also to 
babies even if they do not have reading skills yet. Each “kirangolini” 
reading event (50 minutes) is carried out by one teacher for ten up to 
fifteen babies (assisted by their caregivers). The reading appetite should 
be awakening through some games and by playing. During each event 
(50 minutes) the teacher is reading a book and in the meanwhile they 
play and sing altogether. The promotion of reading in the earliest life 
stages plays, according to the initiator Martina Adelsberger, a key role for 
the language development. Reading leads to an extension of own 
vocabulary and the more extended the vocabulary, the bigger is the effect 
on reading skills. The participation to Kirangolini events is for free but 
the registration is compulsory. Each month around 40 events take place 
in 27 Viennese libraries. 

Outcomes and Impact  The main outcome of the best practice is that the babies taking part to 
“Kirangolini” events have a vocabulary that is twice as big as compared 
to the ones not approaching to reading in the earliest age stage. 

References http://www.kirango.at/de/erwachsene/buchstart 
http://www.kirango.at/de/erwachsene/buchstart/kirangolini 

http://www.kirango.at/de/erwachsene/buchstart
http://www.kirango.at/de/erwachsene/buchstart/kirangolini
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Projekt-Netzwerk Dynamo 
Who is implementing 
the good practice 

Verein Projekt Integrationshaus, Austria, 
http://www.integrationshaus.at/basisbildung/net/net.html 
Integrationshaus structure is based on four pillars: education, integration 
into the labour market, educational counselling and psychological 
support or social work and pedagogy, and awareness within society.  
 

Summary 
 

The project Network Dynamo 
http://www.integrationshaus.at/basisbildung/net/net.html – an ESF 
project- was promoted by the Ministry of Education, Arts and Culture of 
the City of Vienna (MA 17) together with WAFF. It was awarded with 
the "European Label for Innovative Language Projects" and it was 
carried out   from September 2007 to August 2010 by Integrationshaus 
in cooperation with the Wiener Volkshochschulen GmbH/further and 
adult education colleges located in the 15th and the 16th district in Vienna.  
(Volkshochschule Ottakring and Volkshochschule Rudolfsheim-
Fünfhaus). 

Objectives  The Dynamo project is mainly targeted at promoting literacy and basic 
or primary education, language training and learning support of young 
migrants in upper secondary education. 

Background 
(Beneficiaries, local 
context) 

Young migrants who have another mother tongue. 

Challenges addressed 
or to be addressed 
 

Promoting literacy among migrants should also take into account that 
migrants comes from underprivileged family who usually do not 
encourage their children to go on with studies and realities where 
education does not play an important role. 
 

Activities  The Dynamo Network Project included following actions: 
 
• "Literacy and German for young migrants" courses organized in the so 
called youth education centre of the Viennese further and adult 
education colleges for people without or with very low literacy and 
writing skills. Those courses are held each semester, each comprising 300 
units aiming to achieve basic writing, reading and oral skills in German. 
There are also some mathematics lessons to create an understanding of 
numbers and quantities and to make young people able to perform 
simple arithmetic operations.  

http://www.integrationshaus.at/basisbildung/net/net.html
http://www.integrationshaus.at/basisbildung/net/net.html
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• The courses on basic education for young migrants take place within 
youth education centre and in Integrationshaus and are designed as 
school year courses from September to June or February to January and 
include around 700 lessons. Pupils have usually 4 lessons per day, 20 
units per week in the classroom and have the regular school system 
customized holiday. 
 
• The teaching is divided into the areas of German and basic education, 
maths and ICT, "learning to learn" and English. There is usually a team 
of different tutors that give students the opportunity to be confronted 
with various teaching styles and to be prepared for the change of the 
teacher in the high school courses 
 
• In addition to the course, pupils will be merged with education partners 
who are individual. Those people did a training course that prepared 
them to carry out those activities; they support learners to solve 
linguistic, technical and cultural problems. 

References http://www.integrationshaus.at/basisbildung/net/net.html 
http://www.integrationshaus.at/basisbildung/lit/lit.html 
http://www.integrationshaus.at/basisbildung/theorie/theorie.html 
 

 
India 

 
Mainstreaming Child and Bonded Labour of Stone Crushers in Regular Schools in Odisha, India. 

Who is implementing 
the good practice 

Jeevanrekha Parishad (JRP) with the partnership with SKN, The 
Netherlands  

Summary 
 

The main aim of this project has been to promote education and literacy 
among children forced to leave school and to work in stone crushing. 

Objectives  • To increase the enrolment, attendance and rate of  completion of  
primary education circle for vulnerable working  children.  

• To create a climate for discouraging the employment of  children 
below 14 years in Stone Crushers and prevent fresh entry.  

• To mainstream working children including dropouts below 14 
years by admitting  in Local Government Schools and provide 
follow up  support for continuing education.  

• To sensitize policy makers, planners, Stone Crusher owner and 
parents on child labour and rights issues. 

http://www.integrationshaus.at/basisbildung/net/net.html
http://www.integrationshaus.at/basisbildung/lit/lit.html
http://www.integrationshaus.at/basisbildung/theorie/theorie.html
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Background 
(Beneficiaries, local 
context) 

• Total No. of Stone Crushers in the Area  : 300 
• Total No. of Workers in 300 Stone Crushers : 7500 
• Total No. of Child Labour in 300 Stone       Crushers: 2500 
• Total No. of the Stone Crushers under the Project:54  
• Total No. of Child Labour in the Project Area : 1200  

 

Challenges addressed 
or to be addressed 
 

• Poverty 
• Bonded Labour 
• Illiteracy 
•  

Approach used to 
address the challenge 

• Targeted Action to combat vulnerable children 
• Provision of educational opportunities to all.  
• Strong community involvement and awareness rising on the 

issue. 
• Strengthening mainstreaming education.  
•  

Activities  • Regular practice of sport activities and Yoga lessons 
• Teachers trained on Child Rights and joyful teaching learning 
• Community awareness campaigns 
• Meetings with teachers and parents 

Outcomes and Impact  • 1000 Working children mainstreamed in regular schools 
• 50 stone crushers made child labour free 

References www.jrpsai.org 
www.skn.nl  

  
Slum School without Borders 

Who is implementing 
the good practice 

Jeevanrekha Parishad (JRP) in partnership with Slovak AID  
 

Summary 
 

The aim of the project was promoting the Right to Education (RTI) for 
slum children in the age group of 6 to 14 years in Bhubaneswar through 
remedial coaching, empowering and mobilizing the community and 
sensitizing the school teachers. 

http://www.jrpsai.org/
http://www.skn.nl/
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The slum children are provided with remedial coaching to ensure 
retention and to fill up the quality gap of school education and increase 
academic proficiency. Attempts are to be made to advocate with 
government school authorities to allow the remedial teachers to work 
inside the school rooms, so that they can impart special education to late 
starters, non-starter, slow learners, academically weak children and 
children with specially needs inside the school which is to be helpful to 
prevent dropouts. In addition this year the organization is trying to form 
children’s groups in the slums and empower them to generate demand 
for quality education as part of its plan for sustainability. 

Objectives  • To increase children’s abilities to cope with regular school 
curriculum  

• To spread awareness and motivate parents on importance of 
children’s education and prevent child labour 

• To facilitate and develop a model of child friendly educational 
system and to motivate and create interest amongst the children 
towards formal educational system  

• To increase their self-confidence and develop their creativity and 
aesthetic sense through educational courses focused on art 

• To develop their physical, vital and mental development through 
practicing yoga and sport activities 

 
Background 
(Beneficiaries, local 
context) 

50 slum school dropout marginalised  children  

Challenges addressed 
or to be addressed 
 

Poverty, illiteracy, unemployment, parents poor education, no school in 
slum areas etc. 

Approach used to 
address the challenge 

Parents education, games sports for children, evening coaching classes, 
cultural events, educational tours, drawing, painting, music, dance, yoga, 
etc. 
 

Activities  At the initial stage of the year a survey was conducted to identify the 
children who are not going to school or children dropped out from 
school. 50 children were identified. 
Meetings conducted with the parents to send those children at our 
school and to regular Government Schools. 
Apart from formal classes’ extracurricular activities like dance, song yoga 
was organized. 
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Remedial coaching has been conducted with full force. The teachers are 
provided with training on the new methodologies, strategies of 
education, multi-grade teaching skills, remedial coaching skills, record 
maintenance and adolescence psychology.   
Re-integration of drop out children in to the school has been conducted.   
Art, Music, Yoga and language classes are regularly held by the experts, 
volunteers 
 

Outcomes and Impact • The academic proficiency of the targeted slum children have 
increased to a greater extent. 

• Dropout rate in the school has been checked almost completely.  
• Children are attending the school happily because all their home 

task are done in the Slum school and all their problems are 
learning problems are solved.  

• A positive environment has been created in the slum to send the 
children to school.  

References www.tathya.com 
www.jrpsai.org  
 

 
Italy 
 

Animazione del libro (trans., book animation) 
Who is implementing 
the good practice 

La Baracca di Monza 
Macherio (MB), Italy  
http://www.baraccadimonza.it/  
FB page: https://www.facebook.com/baraccadimonza  

Summary 
 

The main aim of this activity is to promote reading through the 
reinterpretation and the creation of books. During three phases, 
participants to the activity create reading paths (percorsi di lettura) that are 
different each time the activity is implemented.   

Objectives  • Promote the pleasure in reading 
• To support children in discovering and knowing themselves 

through the book 
• Increase children ability to talk, narrate, express themselves, 

describe, dramatize 
Background 
(Beneficiaries, local 
context) 

Institution 
La Baracca di Monza is a theatre cooperative that develops an own artistic 
research path through theatre and cultural entertainment. It organizes 

http://www.tathya.com/
http://www.jrpsai.org/
http://www.baraccadimonza.it/
https://www.facebook.com/baraccadimonza
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different activities to promote reading. It has been working since many 
years with schools and public libraries in North Italy. 
Among the activities promoted by the organization, there are: 

• Book animation (Animazione del libro): for children and young 
people; 

• Art in books (Arte in libri): connect art and books to develop 
children creativity and make reading more attractive; 

• Let’s read together (Leggiamo insieme): involving both adults and 
children; 

• Book hunting (Caccia al libro): a treasure hunt among files, shelves, 
books; 

• Once upon a time (C’era una volta): an animated reading path 
themed tales and a workshop of creative manipulation. 

 
Along with the activities implemented with the target group, the 
cooperative organizes training courses for librarians, cultural workers and 
educators. It often collaborated with local authorities and public libraries 
in Lombardy.  
Usually the contents of those training courses are: 

• animated and active reading; 
• creative manipulation; 
• gamification; 
• dramatization. 

 
Beneficiaries 
The main beneficiaries of the activities are children in early childhood 
and primary education, but the activities can be adapted to young people 
in secondary education. 
The other two target groups of the activities promoted by the 
cooperative are: 

• parents, by involving them in the activities of their children; 
• people working with children, through the organization of the 

above mentioned training courses.  
Challenges addressed 
or to be addressed 
 

The activity tries to address the increasing lack of interest in reading 
among young people and tackle it since the early age.  

Approach used to 
address the challenge 

The activity is based on two main approaches: 
• collective reading, to better know the book and its content and to 

share different interpretation of the same text; 
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• animated reading, to create a better connection between 
participants and book’s characters; 

• re-interpretation of the book, to introduce participants not only 
to reading but also to the other creative process behind a book. 

All these approaches are intended to develop participants’ pleasure 
towards reading.  

Activities  The activity is articulated in 2 meetings and divided in 3 moments: 
• book as an object (I meeting): during this first moment, many 

different books are showed to children. The books may differ 
for: 
 material: fabric, wood, plastic, paper, etc.; 
 shape: rectangular, tree, animal, pop-up, animated, etc.; 
 dimension: big, very big, small, very small, etc.; 
 pictures: kind of pictures, black and white, different ways 

to represent something, etc. 
 language: mother tongue or foreign languages, different 

alphabets. 
The aim of this phase is to overcome the traditional idea of book 
(squared/rectangular, in paper, with a sequence of written 
and/or illustrated pages). It helps in stimulating participants’ 
interest and curiosity toward books. 

• book animation (I meeting): participants are involved in a reading 
path through which they will analyse the book contents and the 
text (collective reading) and empathize with characters. In this 
way, participants are not only reading the story, but experiencing 
it. 

• creation and structuring of the book (II meeting): on the basis of the 
first meeting, participants should create a book. In this phase, 
everything is based on participants’ creativity: the book could 
contain written stories, pictures or both, be in paper or in other 
materials, pop-up, etc.  

The meetings should last 2 hours each.    
References http://www.baraccadimonza.it/animazione-del-libro/  

http://www.progettoinvitro.it/attentiachilegge/iniziativa.xhtml?id=123  
  

Caccia al tesoro in biblioteca (trans., treasure hunt in the library) 
Who is implementing 
the good practice 

NA 
The activity is proposed by the account edu onthebeat on Prezi. 

Summary The well-known game of treasure hunt is adapted to promote reading 

http://www.baraccadimonza.it/animazione-del-libro/
http://www.progettoinvitro.it/attentiachilegge/iniziativa.xhtml?id=123
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 among children in primary education, in this case. But it can be adapted 
to any context and any age. 

Objectives  • To introduce the library to children/youngsters: its organization, 
spaces, services and opportunities 

• To make library a familiar environment for children/youngsters 
in order to motivate them and their families in using library 
services 

• To promote reading 
• To foster knowledge of books 

Background 
(Beneficiaries, local 
context) 

Beneficiaries 
Children in the last years of primary education. 
 
Context 
Children in primary education are increasingly losing interest towards 
reading. 

Challenges addressed 
or to be addressed 
 

• Making the library and its services more familiar for 
children/youngsters and their families 

• Providing to children tools and knowledge to familiarize with 
books and make reading more attractive 

Approach used to 
address the challenge 

Gamification 

Activities  A treasure hunt organized as follows: 
• Arrival in library, presentation of the person leading the activity 

(5 min) 
• Icebreaking game “What do you know of the library?”: participants 

are invited to write on a paper what they know on library (What 
does it do?; What can I use it for?; etc.) and use two adjectives 

• Division in teams 
• Distribution of blank maps of the library with the aim of locating 

spaces, their different functions and fill out the map accordingly. 
In the map they’ll find the first clue. 

• Examples of next activities:  
 tracking down the birthday of a scientist, sport myth, etc.; 
  finding the meaning of a word; 
  finding a book through a part of the picture in the cover; 
 domino: finding and putting together similar books on 

the basis of some indications (nationality of the author, 
colour of the cover, shape, etc.) 

• The treasure: the last clue will lead participants to the treasure. In 
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this case a rhymed clue led participants to lockers where the 
treasures had been putted. 

• At the end of the activity, participants will be encouraged to 
write on a paper what they have learned during the activity.   

References https://prezi.com/q1garkc8osde/la-caccia-al-tesoro-in-biblioteca/  
 
Kenya 
 

Buddy reading 
Who is implementing 
the good practice 

 NA 
 
It is implemented in many schools in the country  

Summary 
 

As a literacy activity, buddy reading fosters the development of both 
struggling and proficient readers through the development of 
interpersonal relationships between students, increased reading levels 
and ability, and enhanced positive self-esteem and confidence.   

Objectives  • To promote the pleasure in reading 
• To enhance peer learning and exchanges 
 

Challenges addressed 
or to be addressed 
 

Teachers need to understand and demonstrate the qualities of good 
reading such as asking questions, making predictions, making connection 
to texts, using reading strategies while reading and help students to grow 
toward these qualities.  

Approach used to 
address the challenge 

Having students read out loud to another peer enabled them to practice 
reading out loud and hearing themselves and their peer out loud. They 
began to engage in reading with expression and make themselves come 
alive through the characters.  

Activities  Buddy reading groups during lessons    
Outcomes and Impact • Attitude about reading: as a result of the program, third grade 

buddies were more likely to prefer English and to read in their 
spare time. Sixth grade mentors were more likely to prefer 
storybooks over textbooks. 

• Attitude about the program: teachers and students reported that 
the program improves reading culture, motivation for school and 
leadership skills 

 
Peer reading 

Who is implementing 
the good practice 

 Schools throughout the country 

https://prezi.com/q1garkc8osde/la-caccia-al-tesoro-in-biblioteca/
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Summary 
 

Provision of peer tutoring program to enhance students’ skills in reading 
and improve their literacy skills. 

Objectives  • To foster reading among students  
• To enhance students’ reading abilities 

Background 
(Beneficiaries, local 
context) 

Every year, there are countless amounts of students who struggle to read 
at their grade level. And every year those students advance to the next 
grade with little to no improvements in their reading comprehension. 
Soon, their low reading achievement causes them to struggle in all of 
their subjects and they begin to lose hope. 

Challenges addressed 
or to be addressed 
 

Many students have a deficit in reading skills 

Approach used to 
address the challenge 

Peer tutoring and learning 

Activities  Peer tutoring 
Reading partners 

Outcomes and Impact Results showed that students improved between three and four times the 
expected rates in accuracy and comprehension of a text. 

 
Slovenia 
 

The project »Knjigobežnice« (Book Vanishing points) encourages people to read and exchange books 
Who is implementing 
the good practice 

Nina Kožar (the founder of the project), Slovenia 
https://www.facebook.com/groups/knjigobeznice/ 

Summary 
 

The motto of this all-national successful project is Leave a book take a 
books! Nina Kožar (the initiator) stated that self-initiative is the key aspect 
of this project.  The rules are simple: you find a public “little library”, 
which is basically an outdoor bookshelf and trade one of your books for 
another. The book should also bare a little note. The project is based on 
an FB interested group that encourages people to read and exchange 
books. The FB group serves as an information platform that encourages 
people to read books and exchange them. It also offers information were 
these bookshelves are located (map) and other associated information. 
The FB group was formed in 2014 and at the present has more than 
1500 members, as for the bookshelves – there are more than 60 of them.    

Background 
(Beneficiaries, local 
context) 

The Ljubljana Castle Public institute has undertaken the 
“Knjigobežnice” to a city-wide level. In this way, the Ljubljana Castle 
encourages its visitors to read and exchange books, which is also the 
guiding principle of the "Knjigobežnice" project. They bought all the 
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material required for the construction of bookshelves, which were 
designed by the creative tandem “Handmade” in Ljubljana, and used 
their plans to build the bookshelves, which are placed in various 
locations at the Ljubljana Castle. From the beginning of the project and 
until now wooden bookshelves can be found in libraries, schools, parks, 
streets, cafes, etc., in entire Slovenia. 

Challenges addressed 
or to be addressed 
 

The projects encourages people to read and exchange quality books by 
providing a unique experience that is free of charge, thus promoting 
literacy and enabling members of society to partake in an meaningful 
action.    

Approach used to 
address the challenge 

Self-initiative is the key aspect of this project, therefore creative 
individuals who have built colourful bookshelves in their 
neighbourhoods as well as participating public organizations and are a 
pleasant surprise.     

Activities  Building of wooden book shelves (with provided instructions), 
formation of an FB interest group that provides information regarding 
books and readers and is offering information on the project, a map of 
all bookshelves points, promotion in media.  

References  Instructions for wooden bookshelves: http://bit.ly/1OwPUB0 
Map of wooden book shelves that  is regularly being 
http://goo.gl/49Htcq 
 
Map of book vanishing points in Slovenia  
https://www.google.com/maps/d/viewer?mid=1epHTKXehFqWsQd1
lmqIkn0qYggY&hl=sl&ll=45.764057718815735%2C15.5098185265625
26&z=8 
 

 
 

Project “Learning four young adults” (PUM) 
Who is implementing 
the good practice 

Slovenian ministry of education, science and sports  
Non-formal education programme that helps young unemployed people 
without completed education.  
 
 

Summary 
 

Non-formal education programme that helps young unemployed people 
without completed education to acquire or improve skills in order to 
help them finished their education. With the programme their 
professional identity, socio-cultural development and general education 
is being furthered. The programme provides a new opportunity for 

http://bit.ly/1OwPUB0
http://goo.gl/49Htcq
https://www.google.com/maps/d/viewer?mid=1epHTKXehFqWsQd1lmqIkn0qYggY&hl=sl&ll=45.764057718815735%2C15.509818526562526&z=8
https://www.google.com/maps/d/viewer?mid=1epHTKXehFqWsQd1lmqIkn0qYggY&hl=sl&ll=45.764057718815735%2C15.509818526562526&z=8
https://www.google.com/maps/d/viewer?mid=1epHTKXehFqWsQd1lmqIkn0qYggY&hl=sl&ll=45.764057718815735%2C15.509818526562526&z=8
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young people that are empowered with the necessary skills and 
competences for the transition to the labour market. The programme is 
free. Participants must be registered at the employment office, which 
also refers to the program. They are entitled to reimbursement of travel 
expenses and allowance for activity. After the finished programme, 
mentors are monitoring the participants for 6 months and are keeping 
track if early school leavers have started their education again or found 
employment.  

Objectives  Objective of the program is to develop the potential of vulnerable young 
people for a successful integration to education programmes, the 
development of professional identity for a successful transition to the 
labour market and successful integration into society. 

Background 
(Beneficiaries, local 
context) 

The programme is intended for young people between 15 and 26 years 
that have not completed their education, have no employment and are 
ready to make a step forward. 

Activities 
 

• Project work (e.g. film, theatre plays, newspaper, exhibitions, 
photos, comic books, ...) 

• Different activities (sports, creative workshops, debates on topics 
interesting for young people, workshops for personal growth, 
tours, presentation of youth organizations and different 
opportunities to explore creativity...) 

• Individual learning programmes (tutoring, learning for exams, 
furthering reading, accruing different skills and competences, ...)  

• Writing and creating a newspaper http://www.azm-
lu.si/images/datoteke/Pumformator2012-3.pdf  

 
 

 
 

 
 

 

 

 

 

http://www.azm-lu.si/images/datoteke/Pumformator2012-3.pdf
http://www.azm-lu.si/images/datoteke/Pumformator2012-3.pdf
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Chap. VI -  Books 
 
Austria 
 

Parkgeschichten- Literatur von Jugendlichen (Parkstories- Youngesters´Literature) 

Author, year of 
publication, publisher 
city, State, publishing 
company 

The authors of the book are youngsters who spend most of their time in 
parks and outdoor.  x 
Publishing Company: Verein Wiener Jugendzentren, Pragerstrasse 20, 
1210 Vienna, Austria. Year of publication: 2006. 

Genre Stories collection 
Pages 57 
Main topic Main stories topics are: love, friendship, job-search, dreams, violence, 

social problems. 
Plot  
 

The book consist of 23 stories written by youngsters who used their 
mother tongue and their style in order to set down their thoughts down 
on paper. The authors live in Vienna more precisely in the fifth district 
and spend most of their time in parks and outdoor. The willingness to 
write down their experiences in a book derives from the need to express 
their desires, dreams and fears and to make them accessible to the 
potential readers. They are willing to shift their lives opinion and beliefs 
to the attention of the public, they would like to be listened to and taken 
into account. 

How could it be 
interpreted through 
arts during Local 
Activities? 
(e.g., drawing, theatre 
activities, 
photography, writing a 
different epilogue, 
etc.) 

The idea would be to identify parks and public locations as writing 
workshop so that youngsters could discover that writing and reading can 
be fun. To hold a pen and to start writing in a park is for sure a challenge 
for youngsters. As soon as they start writing and they live their thoughts 
free new friendships could start and many more youngsters will join 
writing and reading activities. The opinion exchange related to written 
text and several topics will make the youngster acquainted with one 
another. 

  
Matilda 

Author, year of 
publication, publisher 
city, State, publishing 
company 

Roald Dahl, 1988, Puffin Book, London 

Genre Juvenile Fiction  
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Pages 240 
Main topic A major theme of the book is that evil people get what is coming to them 

and good triumphs over evil, There is also a big theme of power, in the 
"I'm big, you're small" quotes first by her father and then by the principal 
and as the story progresses there is also a theme of revenge. Another 
hidden message of the book is a negative view of adults and a positive 
one of children. Through the book the author seems to be promoting 
reading and discouraging TV watching. The main character, Matilda loves 
reading and is really intelligent and reading help her out to display 
intelligence in school. 

Plot  
 

A grouchy couple are parents to a very sweet girl, Matilda. Unlike her 
bratty brother and mean parents, Matilda becomes a very sweet and 
extremely intelligent 6 year old girl, who is very keen to go to school and 
read books. After a while, her parents send her to school with the worst 
principal in the world, a very sweet teacher, and good friends. While 
trying to put up with her parents' and principal's cruelty, she starts to 
unwittingly unleash telekinetic powers, destroying a television and making 
a newt fly onto the principal. With enough practice, Matilda starts to learn 
to control her telekinetic powers and soon using them on her principal so 
she can drive her away from the school. 

How could it be 
interpreted through 
arts during Local 
Activities? 
(e.g., drawing, theatre 
activities, 
photography, writing a 
different epilogue, 
etc.) 

This may influence readers to want to be intelligent as well and to read as 
a way of displaying their knowledge. One of the overt messages of the 
book is that books should be funny; it could be interpreted through 
games and funny activities to keep participants attention. We could ask 
the participants during Local Activities what they particularly like of 
books they used to read when they were younger and to remember and 
tell the other which genres they read and to explain the reason why they 
read them. 

Link 
 

http://www.roalddahl.com/roald-dahl/stories/1980s/matilda 

 
The secret garden 

Author, year of 
publication, publisher 
city, State, publishing 
company 

Frances Hodgson Burnett, 1911, United Kingdom, Heinemann 

Genre Children´s novels 
Pages 375 
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Main topic The growth in the garden and Mary´s one is the book's central symbol 
along with the rejuvenation topic and with the relationship between 
landscape and well-being. Magical realism could be also found in the 
book since some characters as robin the bird are acting as a real character 
and as a person becoming more than a guardian a kind of guardian spirit. 
Overcoming trauma is another topic. The garden and its theme of 
rejuvenation go hand in hand with the acknowledgement of childhood 
trauma. Instead, she teaches her audience how trauma can affect children, 
but also about the resiliency of children, and the learning curve when 
their minds are turned away from the dark, and to the endless summer of 
the secret garden. 

Plot  
 

A young British girl born and raised in India loses her neglectful parents 
in an earthquake. She is returned to England to live at her uncle's estate. 
Her uncle is very distant due to the loss of his wife ten years before. 
Neglected once again, she begins exploring the estate and discovers a 
garden that has been locked and neglected. Aided by one of the servants' 
brothers, she begins restoring the garden, and eventually discovers some 
other secrets of the manor. 

How could it be 
interpreted through 
arts during Local 
Activities? 
(e.g., drawing, theatre 
activities, 
photography, writing a 
different epilogue, 
etc.) 

Local Activities could be inspired by the book taking places outdoor and 
in a garden (Schönbrunn/Belvedere). To be in a different context could 
be motivating and stimulating and helping out youngsters to approach to 
reading. 

 
India 
 

Around India in 80 Trains 

Author, year of 
publication, publisher 
city, State, publishing 
company 

Monisha Rajesh 
Nicholas Brealey Publishing, 1st Edition 2012 
 

Genre Travel diary 
Pages 288 
Main topic A travel throughout India by train that allows the author to discover the 

country from inside. 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Psychological_resilience
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Plot  
 

 In 1991, Monisha Rajesh's family uprooted from Sheffield to Madras in 
the hope of making India their home. Two years later, fed up with soap-
eating rats, severed human heads and the creepy colonel across the road, 
they returned to England with a bitter taste in their mouths. 
Two decades on, she turns to a map of the Indian Railways and takes a 
page out of Jules Verne's classic tale, embarking on an adventure around 
India in 80 trains, covering 40,000km - the circumference of the Earth. 
She hopes that 80 train journeys up, down and across India will lift the 
veil on a country that has become a stranger to her. 
Along the way, Monisha discovers that the Indian Railways - featuring 
luxury trains, toy trains, Mumbai's infamous commuter trains, and even a 
hospital on wheels - have more than a few stories to tell, not to mention a 
colourful cast of characters. And with a self-confessed 'militant devout 
atheist' in tow, her personal journey around a country built on religion 
isn't quite what she bargained for. 
  

How could it be 
interpreted through 
arts during Local 
Activities? 
(e.g., drawing, theatre 
activities, 
photography, writing a 
different epilogue, 
etc.) 

Dramatization, painting, drawing, photography. 
  

 
The story of my experiment with truth 

Author, year of 
publication, publisher 
city, State, publishing 
company 

Mohandas K. Gandhi – Autobiography 
U.S.A. authorised edition with forward by Sissela Bok 
Beacon Press 
1993, reprint 

Genre Autobiography 
Pages 100 
Main topic The book covers Gandhi’s life from early childhood through to 1921. It 

was written in weekly instalments and published in his journal Navjivan 
from 1925 to 1929. 

Plot  
 

The book is divided in five main sections, in which Gandhi tells his story 
from his childhood to the end of his imprisonment. 
"My purpose," Mahatma Gandhi writes of this book, "is to describe 
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experiments in the science of Satyagraha, not to say how good I 
am." Satyagraha, Gandhi's nonviolent protest movement (satya = 
true, agraha = firmness), came to stand, like its creator, as a moral 
principle and a rallying cry; the principle was truth and the cry freedom.  
  

How could it be 
interpreted through 
arts during Local 
Activities? 
(e.g., drawing, theatre 
activities, 
photography, writing a 
different epilogue, 
etc.) 

Dramatization, painting, drawing. 
  

 
Wings of fire 

Author, year of 
publication, publisher 
city, State, publishing 
company 

AP J Abdul Kalam 
Sangam Books Ltd; 1 edition (1999) 

Genre Autobiography 
Pages 180 
Main topic India journey to self-reliance in technology 
Plot  
 

It is an autobiographical novel that tells the readers a story about 
unlocking their inner potential. Kalam does a great deal to throw light on 
his journey to igniting the fire within himself. The book is divided into 
seven parts. 
The readers are provided insights into the birth, childhood, and education 
of Kalam.  
This autobiography comes with 24 photos taken at different times in 
Kalam’s life. It has also been translated into 13 languages, which include 
Chinese, French, Tamil, Malayalam, Gujarati, and Oriya.  
  

How could it be 
interpreted through 
arts during Local 
Activities? 
(e.g., drawing, theatre 
activities, 

Photograph, drawing, painting. 
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photography, writing a 
different epilogue, 
etc.) 

 
 
Italy 

 
The Little Prince 

Author, year of 
publication, publisher 
city, State, publishing 
company 

Antoine de Saint-Exupery, 1943, U.S.A., Reynal & Hitchcock 
 
Italian ed. Il Piccolo Principe, Antoine de Saint-Exupery, 1949, Bompiani 

Genre Novel 
Pages 123 
Main topic It is a tale in which a pilot stranded in the desert meets a young prince 

fallen to Earth from an asteroid. From there, a travel through different 
asteroids and characters starts. 
The story includes many topics: friendship; use of time; power; etc.  

Plot  
 

A pilot crashes in the Sahara desert where meets a children whom he 
refers to as the little prince. The little prince tells to the pilot all the 
adventures and the people met during his travel around the outer space.  
1. The prince begins by describing life on his tiny home planet: an 

asteroid named B-612. The prince wants a sheep to eat the undesirable 
plants infesting his planet, but the pilot informs him that a sheep will 
even eat roses with thorns. Upon hearing this, the prince tells of a rose 
he nourished and felt in love with, but they do not understand each 
other. So, he left his planet in search of a sheep.  

2. He visited 6 other asteroids, each of which was inhabited by a single, 
irrational, narrow-minded adult, each meant to critique an element of 
society: 
 

 vain man, who believes himself the most admirable person on his 
otherwise uninhabited planet;  

 
 lonely king who likes to give orders even if he hasn’t subjects; 

 
 drunkard who drinks to forget the shame of being a drunkard;  

 
 businessman who is blind to the beauty of the stars and instead 
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endlessly counts them in order to "own" them all;  
 

 lamplighter who wastes his life blindly following orders and 
extinguishing and relighting a lamp once a minute;  

 
n elderly geographer sitting on a table without knowing how is his 
planet, because there are no explorers who can analyse the land. 
He recommended the prince to visit Earth. 

 
 yellow snake that claimed to have the power to return him to his 
home, if he ever wished to return;  

 
 desert flower; 

 
 whole row of rosebushes, becoming downcast at having once 
thought that his own rose was unique. He began to feel that he 
was not a great prince at all, as his planet contained only three tiny 
volcanoes and a flower that he now thought of as common; 

 
 fox who desired to be tamed; 

 
 railway switchman, who told him how passengers constantly 
rushed from one place to another aboard trains, never satisfied 
with where they were and not knowing what they were after; only 
the children among them ever bothered to look out the windows;  

 
 merchant selling a pill that eliminated thirst, which was very 
popular, saving people fifty-three minutes a week.  

The eighth day after the narrator's plane-crash, the narrator is dying of 
thirst and he and the prince find a well. The narrator later finds the prince 
talking to the snake, discussing his return home and eagerness to see his 
rose again. The prince bids an emotional farewell to the narrator and 
states that if it looks as though he has died, it is only because his body 
was too heavy to take with him to his planet.  
The story ends with the narrator's drawing of the landscape where the 
prince and the narrator met and where the snake took the prince's life.  

How could it be 
interpreted through 
arts during Local 
Activities? 

Since its first publication, the book has been adapted to numerous art 
forms and media (e.g., movies, cartoons, audio recordings, ballet, etc.) 
It could be artistically interpreted in different ways. 
Due to the presence of different characters, it can be easily dramatized. 
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(e.g., drawing, theatre 
activities, 
photography, writing a 
different epilogue, 
etc.) 

Another idea could be the creation of a pop-up book or a graphic novel 
inspired by the illustrations present in the book. 
It has been translated in several languages, so it is adaptable to the 
different local contexts.  

Further information 
 

Along with the promotion of reading, this book can allow to make young 
people think about some social themes (e.g., power, materialism, vanity, 
etc.) and foster their awareness about the society they live in. 

  
Gelsomino nel paese dei bugiardi 

Author, year of 
publication, publisher 
city, State, publishing 
company 

Gianni Rodari (1st ed. 1959), ed. 2010, Turin, Italy, Einaudi Ragazzi 

Genre Tale 
Pages 182 
Main topic Difference between appearance and reality 
Plot  
 

The tale is about a boy who ends up in a country where the king imposed 
to lie, truthful people are put in mental hospitals, cats are forced to bark 
and dogs to meow and all must praise the king. Thanks to the help of 
some friends, he is able to bring back truth in the country. 
These friends are: 
 a cat called Zoppino; 
 the painter Bananito; 
 an old woman, aunt Pannocchia. 

How could it be 
interpreted through 
arts during Local 
Activities? 
(e.g., drawing, theatre 
activities, 
photography, writing a 
different epilogue, 
etc.) 

The tale can be interpreted in different ways. For instance: 
 theatre representation; 
 illustrations; 
 book animation; 
 reflection circles on the main topic of the book. 

 

Further information 
 

Gianni Rodari was an Italian writer and journalist, mostly famous for his 
children’s books. One of his main books is Grammatica della fantasia (trans., 
the grammar of imagination), which is considered an introduction to the 
art of inventing stories. In this book, there are some techniques to foster 
creativity known as tecniche rodariane (Rodari techniques).  
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Il giorno della civetta (trans., The day of the owl) 

Author, year of 
publication, publisher 
city, State, publishing 
company 

Leonardo Sciascia (1st ed. 1961), ed. 2002, Milan, Italy, Adelphi  

Genre Crime novel 
Pages 137 
Main topic Mafia: the novel has been written in a time in which even the government 

denied the existence of Mafia.  
Plot  
 

Salvatore Colasberna, owner of a small construction company, is shot 
while getting into the bus for Palermo.  
When the Carabinieri (i.e., Italian national gendarmerie) arrive, the 
passengers leave the area and only the driver and the ticket collector 
remain there. But they deny having seen the murderer. 
The Carabinieri captain following the case, Bellodi, discovers a link that 
doesn't stop in Sicily, but goes onwards towards Rome and the Minister 
Mancuso and Senator Livigno. 
It seems that Colasberna had been warned that he should take protection 
(i.e., he should have paid an amount of money to get this protection. In 
Italy it is called pizzo) from mafia members, but he refused. Although his 
company was only a very small one, the local mafia decides to make an 
example of him by killing him. 
Other murders follow the initial killing, each one apparently connected to 
the original crime. Bellodi is undeterred by the growing agitation caused 
by his investigation, which he pursues in a manner both surprising and 
unconventional. 
The novel ends with Bellodi recounting his time in Sicily to his friends in 
Parma—who think that it all sounds very romantic—and thinking that he 
would return to Sicily even if it killed him. 

How could it be 
interpreted through 
arts during Local 
Activities? 
(e.g., drawing, theatre 
activities, 
photography, writing a 

The story can be interpreted in different ways: 
• theatre representation; 
• storytelling, perhaps by using drawings and paintings; 
• writing or dramatizing another epilogue. 
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different epilogue, 
etc.) 
Further information 
 

In this crime story, as in all the ones of Sciascia, identifying the 
murder/culprit is the least of an investigator’s problem.  
The aim of Sciascia is that of raising awareness about social problems 
characterizing his region, Sicily, and in particular on the Mafia 
phenomenon in a time in which many people denied its existence. 

 
Kenya 
 

Manywele 

Author, year of 
publication, publisher 
city, State, publishing 
company 

Tuf, Sasa Sema Publications, 1998 

Genre Comic  
Pages 36 
Main topic Tribalism 
Plot  
 

Manywele stands for hair in Swahili. This is a graphic comic book written 
in Swahili by the legendary cartoonist, TUF. It comes in full colour and is 
36 pages long. Published in September, 1998. Manywele explores heavy 
themes such as tribalism in rural Kenya, religious hypocrisy, and a strange 
disease reminiscent of the HIV/AIDS epidemic. A victim of this disease 
grows hair over his or her body, laughs uncontrollably, and dies. 

How could it be 
interpreted through 
arts during Local 
Activities? 
(e.g., drawing, theatre 
activities, 
photography, writing a 
different epilogue, 
etc.) 

Photography, drawing 

 
Shujaaz 

Author, year of 
publication, publisher 
city, State, publishing 

NA 
Kenyan comic book 
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company 
Genre Comic book 
Pages -- 
Main topic Different 
Plot  
 

It’s a Kenyan magazine starring Boyie, a high school graduate who in 
kanju style has built an FM radio station in his mother's basement. 
Broadcasting in secret “DJ B” befriends a diverse crew of youth, with 
whom he trades advice on how to make money and improve their lives. 

How could it be 
interpreted through 
arts during Local 
Activities? 
(e.g., drawing, theatre 
activities, 
photography, writing a 
different epilogue, 
etc.) 

Drawing 

Link http://www.behance.net/gallery/15200125/shujaaz-Fm-Radio-
Frequency-Advert-In-Shujaaz-Magazine  

 
Meet the Hare and the Tortoise 

Author, year of 
publication, publisher 
city, State, publishing 
company 

Janet Stevens, Aesop 

Genre Tale 
Pages 30 
Plot  
 

There is a hare that is very arrogant, and often boasts about his speed. 
One day, a tortoise comes along, and challenges him to a race. The hare 
gladly accepts, taking a great lead early in the race. He then stops to nap, 
and is passed by the tortoise, who takes the race slow and steady. By the 
time he wakes up, the tortoise is at the finish line, and has won the race. 

How could it be 
interpreted through 
arts during Local 
Activities? 
(e.g., drawing, theatre 
activities, 
photography, writing a 

Drawing, acting, gamification 

http://www.behance.net/gallery/15200125/shujaaz-Fm-Radio-Frequency-Advert-In-Shujaaz-Magazine
http://www.behance.net/gallery/15200125/shujaaz-Fm-Radio-Frequency-Advert-In-Shujaaz-Magazine
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different epilogue, 
etc.) 

 
Slovenia 
 

Nesrečko (UnLucky) 

Author, year of 
publication, 
publisher city, 
State, publishing 
company 

Tereza Žerdin;  
Ljubljana : T. Žerdin : Svetovalni center za otroke, mladostnike in starše, 
2016, Slovenia 

Genre Children’s book  
Nr. of pages 93 
Main topic 40 stories for children who do not like to read (or have difficulties with 

reading) 
Plot  
 

A book about a boy named Lucky and his adventures. The stories at the 
beginning are short and use everyday words. In the text, same words are 
repeated several times. Lines are short, each phrase and sentence is starting 
in a new row.  Thus, children have the feeling they read faster, which is 
important for motivation. Stories have about 22 short lines. The content of 
stories, written by a boy with reading problems, is trying to show 
understanding for the children’s emotions and feelings in order to show 
understanding. The boy describes everyday events, and interpreting actions 
of parents and children, thus involving instructions for adults that are reviled 
through stories. The book also includes Q and A exercises.  

How could it be 
interpreted through 
arts during Local 
Activities? 
(e.g., drawing, 
theatre activities, 
photography, 
writing a different 
epilogue, etc.) 

Through writing of different epilogues, drawing, acting, singing.  

 
Otroci sveta (Children of the world) 

Author, year of 
publication, 

Janja Vidmar 
Ljubljana: Undara studio, 2013, Slovenia 
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publisher city, 
State, publishing 
company 
Genre Children’s book 
Pages 135 
Plot  
 

A combination of real photographic material and narrative fiction 
combined in 18 short stories. Short sentences and minimalist 
dialogues are overlapping with lyrical inserts, which with its gentle 
tone skilfully recreate the atmosphere of stories and pass sometimes 
into prose.  The result is a very lovely and authentic children’s book 
about children from different countries and background around the 
world. Each story therefore together with the appropriated 
photography forms a unique micro-world. Younger children 
experience the book through the word of adults. They will realise 
that there is a world outside of their home.  
Older children and teenagers will discover and appreciate diversity 
and the lives of their peers in different parts of the world. They will 
expand their young horizons. 
 
Key words: diversity, children, childhood, multiculturalism 

How could it be 
interpreted through 
arts during Local 
Activities? 
(e.g., drawing, 
theatre activities, 
photography, 
writing a different 
epilogue, etc.) 

Through writing of different epilogues, drawing, acting, singing. 

Link 
 

http://www.otrocisveta.si/wp-
content/uploads/2012/11/otroci_sveta_web_preview.pdf* 
*only a preview 
 

 
Medo reši vsako zmedo (Bear solves any bustle) 

Author, year of 
publication, 
publisher city, 
State, publishing 

Mojiceja Podgoršek; 
Založba: Damodar, 2007, Slovenia 

http://www.otrocisveta.si/wp-content/uploads/2012/11/otroci_sveta_web_preview.pdf
http://www.otrocisveta.si/wp-content/uploads/2012/11/otroci_sveta_web_preview.pdf
http://www.bukla.si/?action=landscape&cat_id=8&publisher_id=40
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company 
Genre Children’s book 
Pages 64 
Main topic Reading  
Plot  
 

Children will read this picture book with great curiosity, even those children 
who suffer from with dyslexia and other reading/learning disorders as the 
book incorporates special features that make reading easier. The book is 
intended for all children who are attending the first three grades of primary 
school. By reading stories about a teddy bear that is solving word confusion, 
children will enrich their vocabulary and get additional motivation for 
reading. The book offers a new approach towards reading – the book is not 
intended just for reading but also for learning new words by search incorrect 
words in the text in a fun and different way.  

How could it be 
interpreted through 
arts during Local 
Activities? 
(e.g., drawing, 
theatre activities, 
photography, 
writing a different 
epilogue, etc.) 

Through writing of different epilogues, drawing, acting, singing. 
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